School of Natural and Environmental Sciences,
Chemistry Research Seminars: 2020

28.01.2020  Prof Akane Kawamura  
2-3pm, BEDB.2.76  
[Research website]  
Newcastle

04.02.2020  Prof Mark Bradley  
RSC Award Lecture, 2-3pm, BEDB.2.76  
[Research website]  
Edinburgh

18.02.2020  Dr Kathryn Toghill  
Joint NECEM seminar, 2-3pm, ARMB.2.16  
[Research website]  
Lancaster

25.02.2020  Dr Marina Freitag  
2-3pm, KGVI.LT1  
[Research website]  
Newcastle

03.03.2020  Student nominated speaker: Dr Andrew Pike.  
2-3pm, BSTC.1.46  
[Research website]  
Newcastle

10.03.2020  Prof Tony Wood  
2-3pm, BEDB.2.76  
[Research website]  
GSK

27.03.2020  Dr Matthew Beard  
RSC Award Lecture, 2-3pm, BEDB.1.75  
[Research website]  
National Renewable Energy Lab

03.04.2020  Prof Majed Chergui  
RSC Award Lecture, 2-3pm, BEDB.2.76  
[Research website]  
EPFL

28.04.2020  Prof Angela Russell  
2-3pm, BEDB.2.76  
[Research website]  
Oxford

05.05.2020  Dr James Dawson  
2-3pm, BEDB.2.76  
[Research website]  
Newcastle

All are welcome. Speakers are asked to address a general audience drawn from all parts of the subject and related areas, and ranging from Stage 4 undergraduates to senior academic staff. There are usually other opportunities to meet visiting speakers during the day; contact Daniel Cole ([daniel.cole@ncl.ac.uk]) or James Knight ([james.knight2@ncl.ac.uk]).